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Die Mold Automation: Retool Your Business Processes to Compete in the Global Die/Mold Market

Common practice and misconceptions can lead mold, tool and die owners to conclude that automation offers few benefits to their businesses due to the demands for tight tolerances and one-off or small runs of complex 3-D shapes. In today’s competitive global marketplace, with pressures to improve quality and pricing without increasing investment in machines or labor, the time is right to consider taking a production approach.

Tool, die and mold shops add automation when they need to achieve these goals:
- Add capacity
- Substantially Improve machine utilization rates
- Increase throughput without adding capital or labor
- Reduce operating and product costs
- Improve quality and reduce scrap
- Compensate for skilled-labor shortage

In an industry in which shops with stand-alone machines typically achieve utilization rates around 30 to 35 percent, it is possible for mold, tool and die shops that add automation to achieve utilization rates approaching 85 percent. Up to 8000 hours of production per machine/year has been achieved. Through planning, scheduling, and management. This white paper explores the following issues to consider:
- Create a predictable automation process that is right for your shop
- How should you prepare for automation?
- Engineering and support considerations
- Commonly overlooked factors
Creating a Predictable Automation Process That Is Right for Your Shop

The low-volume, high-mix nature of the mold, tool and die industry leads many shop owners to believe their businesses are not good candidates for automation. In fact, it’s just the opposite. Mold, tool and die shops can realize significant gains in productivity and lower costs by adding processes that use the same pallets, grippers and planning techniques for moving jobs through an automated machining cell. Setup can be streamlined by using standard fixtures and pallets. Since the robot gripper is essentially moving a pallet, instead of a discreet part, the use of a pallet of standard size makes it possible for multiple workpieces of different sizes to be run through an automated cell and increases the opportunities for unmanned or lights-out manufacturing.

**Good Candidates for Automation**

**Start with Small Parts**
Shops can standardize pallets by identifying the size needed for 80 percent of their jobs. Shops achieve the best results when they automate the smallest workpieces first.

**Pick Jobs With Short Cycle Times**
Focus on workpieces where the cycle time is hours, not days, to get greatest benefit of automation. Cycle times also provide insights into how much automation equipment is needed. If a shop wants to run unattended for 24 hours and the workpieces run an hour each, then the shop would need 24 pallet locations. Cycle time combined with how long the shop wants to run unattended drives automation considerations early on.

**Target Most-valuable Machines**
When a shop needs to add capacity, look past the least sophisticated machines on the floor and go straight to the highest-value machines. Generally, the biggest payback comes from automating the setup and movement of jobs through a cell to the most capable milling machines and/or electrical discharge machines (EDM).

**Skip High-complexity Tasks**
Evaluate whether complex human decisions or tactile interaction are required. Jobs that require wire EDM slug management, deburring, polishing and assembly are the most costly to automate, and the return on investment is longer. If the answer is yes, look for simpler jobs, especially for your shop’s first automation project.
Is Automation Right for Your Mold, Tool, or Die Business?

What Levels of Automation Are Available?

**Basic/Stand-alone Machine**
- Unmanned machining frees up operators for other jobs, and production can be scheduled during off-hours.
- Automatic tool changers (ATC) add the first level of automation.
- Pallet changers are another introductory step.
- Backup or spare tools can be easily implemented
- Improve quality and reduce scrap
- Compensate for skilled-labor shortage

**Single or Multiple Machine Cells**
- Robots load and unload pallets
- Two or more machines share automatic work changers (AWC) to significantly improve productivity

**Complex Machining Cells**
- Cells may include a wide variety of machining centers and other equipment, including milling machines, EDMs and coordinate-measure machines (CMM)
- Linear setup of machines enables a robot to efficiently travel along a rail to deliver workpieces.
- Centralized software controls all functions in the cell, including presetting, loading, scheduling, machining, measurement/verification, washing and drying

---

How Do I Get There?

1. Current Status
2. Standardized work holding
3. Offline programming
4. Optimize current CNC equipment
5. Stabilize machining process
6. Audit utilization rate
7. Unmanned machining
8. Offline set up
9. Standardize internal processes
10. Automated material transfer
11. Automated data transfer

Full Automation
How Should You Prepare for Automation?

There are six steps to take now to get your mold, tool and die shop ready to add automation. Here’s what companies that successfully adopt a more production-oriented approach have done.

1. Identify and consult with an experienced equipment and engineering services supplier to discuss your system and the appropriate solution. The right supplier should provide not only consultation on equipment needs but also engineering support for process optimization.

2. Standardize pallets and zero-point work-holding fixtures. This step is critical to enable your shop to run workpieces of different sizes in one cell.

3. Use your current automated tool changer (ATC). Become accustomed to using your ATC for unattended operation, if you have not already. Set up your tool magazines with redundant tooling, and make sure your operators are confident in using and relying upon current machine and control functions that facilitate automatic operations.
How Should You Prepare for Automation?

4. Purchase machines with robotic and automation capabilities enabled at the factory before delivery. An experienced supplier should be capable of advising you on features that your new equipment should have:
   A. Air through tables on 5-axis mills for supporting automatic table chucks
   B. Robot interface (cables, software)
   C. Robot doors (shutters) and machining center cabinets located to allow access for the robot
   D. Operator panels and controls located to allow for movement of the robot and access for operators

5. If you’re not already doing this, implement the practice of setting up workpieces off the machine to improve utilization rates.
   A. Learn to trust your tooling system to provide the location, alignment and repeatability of the pickup of parts on and off the machine.
   B. Establish a system to register and transfer electronic information about each workpiece and electrode offset. Move away from manual input of this setup data.

6. Program all machines (especially sinker EDM) offline to enhance machine uptime and to reinforce the practice of creating NC programs and performing toolpath simulation away from the physical machine tool.
Engineering and Support Considerations

Die/mold automation is not a project to take on without an experienced, credible automation partner who can educate and guide you.

Selecting the right suppliers and integration partners is critical, and it can determine how smoothly projects proceed. A single-source supplier should be able to handle all aspects of the project, enabling the company to focus its attention on larger objectives—such as the next customer opportunity, internal continuous improvement processes or optimizing business continuity.

Expect your machine, automation and engineering supplier to help you avoid the risks and pitfalls inherent in the purchase and implementation of automation equipment and software. Knowledgeable consultants and suppliers can apply what they’ve learned from previous automation projects to help you meet the unique requirements of your die/mold business and your customers.

You should expect your automation partner to provide overall leadership throughout your project in the following ways:

- Layout and proposal engineering
- Project management, site supervision
- Operator training, runoff, debug
- Cell upgrades / redeployment
- Software maintenance, support, documentation

Manufacturers should evaluate whether or not all automation components can be purchased from one supplier, or if, for example, a robot will need to be obtained from one partner, and conveyor systems from another. A single-source supplier who has knowledge of third-party equipment can provide recommendations for the entire system, streamlining the purchasing process.
Process Control

When is predictability critical? When part quantity is low, the value of the parts is quite high and the tolerances required are small.

If you want your mold, tool and die shop to successfully compete for new business, automation can provide significant advantage, but you must adopt more systematic approaches to produce predictable workpieces at lower cost. Here are the four key areas on which you should focus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standardization</th>
<th>Stability</th>
<th>Predictability</th>
<th>Repeatability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Common tooling and pallets</td>
<td>Understand the variability of your process:</td>
<td>• How closely can your shop meet target objectives the first time?</td>
<td>How closely can your shop replicate previous tasks or machining operations? To answer this question, consider:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consistent process flow</td>
<td>• Shop conditions and ambient temperature</td>
<td>• How accurate are process variables (e.g., feeds, speeds, cutting tools)?</td>
<td>• Machine stability/tooling performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Process planning</td>
<td>• Machine-tool drift, thermal changes</td>
<td>• How reliable is the performance of your tooling assemblies?</td>
<td>• Process stability (random process = random result)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fixture/workpiece design</td>
<td>• Tooling quality</td>
<td>• How accurately will your machine tool position?</td>
<td>• Ability to repeat a measurement or set of measurements (Gage R and R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Material preparation</td>
<td>• Cutting-tool deflection</td>
<td>• How can your process input benefit from experienced applications support and software (e.g., FFcam and EDcam)?</td>
<td>• Is my shop’s process accurate, repeatable, or both?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presetting</td>
<td>• Machining process</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Can my shop repeat this capability in a fully automated manner?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tooling selection</td>
<td>• Ability to repeat a measurement or set of measurements (Gage R and R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Programming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Machining order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scheduling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simulation/verification/inspection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Periodic audits of performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is My Process Accurate, Repeatable, or Both?

- **Low Accuracy, High Repeatability**: Initial Machine Thermal Drift, Stabilized after Warm-up/Stable Machining Process
- **High Accuracy, High Repeatability**: Stable Machining Process (Ideal)
- **High Accuracy, Low Repeatability**: Small Machine Drift and Slight Process Instability, or Stable Machine, but High Process Instability
- **Low Accuracy, Low Repeatability**: Low Machine Stability, Poor Process Stability
Commonly Overlooked Factors

Owners of shops producing expensive die/mold cavities and cores are typically hesitant to use untested cutting processes because the number of workpieces available is generally quite low. There might be one practice piece to help dial-in a process. More often than not, no practice workpieces exist. Properly implemented automation can help lower such risks by using proven machining strategies and by standardizing the alignment and location in process and after process.

Die/mold production with this approach can become so reliable that shops that implemented it have achieved 8,000 hours of production time per machine, much of it unattended. No mold, tool and die shop can reach that level, however, unless owners are willing to do presetting and process modeling.

**Presetting**

All part setup, mounting, fixturing, alignment and location must be performed away from the machine tool. Doing so eliminates parasitic time typically required to perform on-machine probing.

If a high-quality CMM is used for presetting, this device can also be used for in-process verification and control measurements. Many metrology operations can be integrated into an automation environment.

**Verification**

Verification is being able to model or visualize the physical movement of a machine tool or cutting device relative to a workpiece and the fixtures in motion inside the machine tool. To reduce risk, model all of the motions, and anticipate fixture and clamp clearance, table rotation and overhang length of cutting tools relative to the tool holders. This step enables mold, tool and die shop owners to understand as deeply as possible and to anticipate and prevent any problems that might stop the automation or the automated operation. Importantly, verification accomplished by modeling protects your capital investment in machines and the dies and molds as well by preventing costly collisions.

In-process inspection and post-process measurement provides important elements of feedback, which trigger process-critical decisions. Coordinate-measure machines can be used for this, along with on-machine tool measurement probes.
Conclusions

Automation is the single best investment that fundamentally transforms the way mold, tool and die shops do business to compete globally. Start with the basics and identify the initial scope. Automation is best executed by choosing a single source equipment and engineering partner for the complex integration and implementation work. This will provide a low risk implementation that creates a predictable automation process.